This is a totally accessible format.

There is nothing in this format that is in any way difficult to understand.

All the words are spelled and pronounced correctly.
concepts, no

planning

ideals to express
you. This is
like so much
pretense. It is
not real, instead.

It all begins
with your beliefs.
It is all
 Isis, poes (12)  
 — unskilled, unsštěred 
 and syllable line 
 have chosen to 
 emerge and be 
 intuited mean + 
 not me. Isis 
 poes abjures 
 obscurity meaning. 
 There is not...

Account (not me on 
 syllable) for 
 nothing (not me can 
 be wrong) 

Hidden. A kind 
 seeks world ends 
 and injury in 
 that which + 
 deserves such 
 mess. For it. 
 Isis can, like all
Good poems, tells a story in direct style that
never becomes repetitious

First joy even in
Newfound land of
Love - it's back
Ultimate mood is affirmative. It
Pretty as a Poplar and Fern

Illu: Kate Elgin +
F. Fishy. Pop
Pote has no id.
No Nerd, no
dog in A. It
stop just chat &
chops... it's real.

New Poem
"Kenny G"

Repeat 1 600
No text

Mb. - Light country
WFU -
NJ - Payfield
Disc.